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ABSTRACT
These six lectures
exploring

are devoted

to a summary

of the motivation

for

the 1 TeV scale and to a review of the new phenomena

that

may await us there. The topic treated

include the consequences

standard

to the conventional

model, as well ss extensions

1:

LECTURE

of the

picture.

PRELIMINARIES

In these lectures I shall discuss the physics issues that lead us toward
ploration

of the 1 TeV scale and which, in more general terms, impel us toward the

construction

of a high-energy,

The treatment

high-luminosity

given here is self-contained,

serve as a short introduction

hadron collider,
but necessarily

to the subject.

physics has only been focus&

Although

or ‘supercollider.”

selective, and can only

thinkii

about supercollider

for about three years, the literature

Much of what I will have to say is based on the survey by Eichten,
and myself,’
collected

otherwise

known as EHLQ.

otherwise

is already vast.
BinchliEe,

Lane,

Some other useful general references are

in Ref. 2.

In this opening lecture,
of particle

the ex-

physics,

I will briefly

and indicate

unsatisfactory.

review the status of the standard

some of the ways in which

Then I will recall the arguments

model

it is incomplete

or

for new physics on the

1 TeV scale -we shall return to these in more detail in later lectures - and comment
on the possibilities
of this lecture

for experimental

study

of that regime.

The main business

is to recall the methods -of the renormalisation

par-ton model for the calculation

group

of cross sections for had-scattering

to diicuss what needs to be known

about parton

distributions

possible reliable estimates of rates for processes to be studied
1

improved

reactions,

and

in order to make
with a supercollider.
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Figure 1: The Standard

Model of Particle Physics.

WJSERE WE STAND

1.1

The Standard

Model is shown schematically in Fig. 1. It is, at least at i%st
sight, a scheme of considerable economy. We have identified a small number of
fundamental
elementary
picture

constituents,
interactions

the quarks and leptons, and have recognized

among them all may be described by gauge theories.

has a pleasing degree of coherence,

derstanding

that the

- in the form of a further

The

and holds the promise of deeper un-

uniEcation

of the elementary

interactions

-

still to come.
Thii

is an accompliihment

have come impressively

worthy

of the pleasure we take in it, but if we

far in the past fifteen years, we still have quite far to go.

The very success of the standard

SU(3),

questions:
l

Why does it work?

l

Can it be complete?

l

Where will it fail?
2

@ sum

@ U(l)r

model prompts

new

The standard

model itself hints that the fbntiw

for colliaii

among the fundamental

ceas of our theoretical

framework

these generalities,

is, for example,

suggceb that a aigdcaut

provides

a means for generating

cancellation

is unclear.

Such que&ions

the standard
Nature,

in the electroweak

is suggested

theory,

angles, but
CP-violation

by the necessity for
of generations

of the gauge symmetries
list - are stimulated

model itself, and by our desire to find ever simpler

descriptions

by
of

of ever more general applicability.

Beyond our search for more complete understanding,
be dissatisfied

with the standard

by the arbitrariness
apparently
l

what

but the meaning

- and this is but a partial

that the

The Higgs mechanism

We do not understand
generations

There

breakmg

for example)

of this problem.

We may even dare to ask what is the origii

themselves.

symmetry

quark and lepton masses and mbring

The idea of quark-lepton

anomaly

of eloctroweak

Mmss, < 1 TeV/c’,

to a resolution

leaves the values as free parameters.
means.

of the theory.

understanding

(from the %ound”

1 TeV scale will be crucial

step beyond presenh

there are many specific issues to be faced.

our incomplete

and the suggestion

liea at - 1 TeV

In more general terms, the suc-

constituents.

day energies is needed, to see breakdowns
Beyond

uf our ignorance

model.

of the theory,

which

A powerful
requires

free parameters:

3 coupling

parameters

a,, (LEM, and sin’

.6quarkmasses,
l

3 general&d

Cabibbo

angles,

l

1 CP-violating

l

2 parameters

l

3 charged lepton masses,

l

1 vacuum phase angle,

phase,
of the Higgs potential,

3

Bw,

there are many reasons to
aesthetic

objection

us to specify

is raised

a multitude

of

for8tot8loflQarbitruyparaldw.

A similar count

plea of pnified theoriea of the strong,

holds for the known exam-

weak, and electromagnetic

interactions,

anch

as SU(6).
At the same time, although
and leptons,

the number of fundamental

is small, perhaps it is not small enough.

fields of the standard

the quarks

If we count the fundamental

model, we find

15 quarks (five identified

l

constituents,

flavors in three colors),

. 8 leptons,
. 1 photon,
l

3 intermediate

bosons W+, W-,2F’,

l

8 colored gluons,

l

1 Higgs scalar, and for good measure,

l

1 graviton,

for a total of 35. At least iu numerical

terms, one may question whether

we have

advanced very far from the ancient notions of earth, air, fire, and water, interacting
by means of love and strife. The thought
particles,

and a sense of tradition,

that there may be too many elementary

has led some physicistss

to snggest that

the

quarks and leptons - and even the gauge bosons - might themselves be composite.

1.2

REACEUNG TEE 1 TEV

SCALE

In the course of these lectures,
port of the notion
landmark.

that 1 TeV collisions

ss a fermion-antifermion
symmetry

the fermion-boson
arguments

among the constituents

In Lecture 3, we shall review the unitarity

of gauge bosons at high energies.
dynamical

we shah develop a number of arguments

in Lecture

composite,
breaking.

symmetry

relating

and specific inventions

are an important

arguments for the scattering

4, we shall consider the Higgs particle

as suggested by the Technicolor

In Lecture

5, we shall investigate

particles

theories

of

supersymmetry,

with spins 0, 4, and 1. Both general

for improving

4

in sup-

the standard

model all point

to

new phalolneM
now operating

and lmporbnt

Ezra at energies of m 0.3-J TeV. The accelerators

or soon to come into operation

dredGeVregime.

will thoroughly

explore the few ban-

Thepropertieaoftheoemachinesare

Table 1: Accelerator
Date

Collisions

now

FP

1986

pp

1987

be-

Stanford

1989

c+c-

CERN

1000

=P

projects under way

Location
CERN
Fermilab

DESY

‘CdinTablel.

fi

(TeV)

Mass scale (TeV/c2)

S~pips

0.63

- 0.15

Tevatron

2

- 0.4

SLC

0.1

0.1

LEP

- 0.2

- 0.2

HERA

- 0.3

- 0.1

To proceed to the 1 TeV scale with useful luminosity,

we may contemplate

two

possibiities:
l

An e+e- collider

l

A pfp collider with

10 to 20 TeV per beam.

current

we know how to build a practical

With

with

technology,

An electron-positron

1 to 3 TeV per beam;

collider

to explore the 1 TeV scale awaits tests of the linear

collider

concept at the SLC, and the development

eration

methods.

According

hadron supercollider.

of efficient, high-gradient

to the experts, a serious proposal

accel-

for such a machine

is a decade away.
In this context,
operation
l

a number

of machines are under discussion for construction

or

in the mid-1990s:

SSC: the Superconducting
as a 40 TeV proton-proton
loss cm-*see-r.
Department

Super Collider in the United States, characterised
machine

A conceptual

with

an instantaneous

design has recently

of Energy.
5

luminosity

been submitted

of

to the

LEC:a~HsdranColliderintheLEPtannelcouldbealOtolSTeV

l

pfp device with luminosity
the approach

taken.

in the range

The high mergy

10 Tesla magnets, which has obvious
CLIC:

l

CERN

conceived

is also discussing

as an c+e- facility

l~l-%n%ec-l,

of

option

on

requires the development

of

appeal for the future.

the option

with

depending

fi

of CERN

Colliders,

now

= 2 TeV and II = lCt%m-‘see-‘.

There is no doubt that the successful demonstration
at SLC will be followed, after appropriate

Linear

further

of linear collider principles

development,

by an Apr&s-SLC

proposal.
A supercollider
of curvature,

is a large undertakii.

momentum,

The familiar

and magnetic

connection

field is, in the engineering

between radius
units appropri-

ate to this application,
1 Tesla
* B
’
so a circular

machine with 20 TeV per beam and 5-Tesla magnets would have a

radius of about 13 km. The SSC Conceptual
circumference.

The cost of the SSC is estimated

SOME OBJECTIDS

1.3

physics pcssibiities

-

in which

series of lectures will be similar,
which

significant

conventional
right,

at about $3. 10e, in 1086 dollars.

physics were to set out the conventional

in some detail, to determine

and to identify

more work is needed.

reach of supercolMy hopes for thii

and I will try to call attention

are important

and because they provide

assessing what cau be explored
several of the conventional

backgrounds
with

to those areas in
of EHLQ.

because they are of interest
to new or unexpected

a new machine, we considered

exotic posslbiities:

compositeness.

Our calculations

are a starting

collider

and luminosity,

and the relative

energy

the discovery

new work has been done since the publication

possibilities

83 km in

THESE LECTURES

OF

The goals of our study of supercollider
liders,

Design calls for a tunnel

6

teclmicolor,

in their own
physics.

In

as examples

supersymmetry,

point for considering
merits

The

questions

and
of

of pp and up collisions.

,

We hope they will also serve as a starting

point for the design of detectors

and

expe.rime.llts.
Our paper includes treatments
the standard
symmetry,

electroweak

and compositeness,

tering

Monte

between

extensions to it, technicolor,

is that these include the rare processes which make the most
One look at “soft physics”

an SSC detector

will be confronted

is revealing,

total cross section to lie

100 and 200 mb, ss shown in Fig. 2. If the instantaneous

second, a formidable

physics, logs

The reason for the emphasis on hard scat-

At SSC energies, we expect the proton-proton

L = 10arcm-2sec-1,

super-

such 8s QCD plasmas, nor have we carried out

severe demands on machine performance.
however.

hadron jet production,

We have not dealt with tied-target

Carlo calculations.

phenomena

distributions,

theory and minimal

physics, or exotic states of matter
detailed

of parton

luminosity

with 10s interactions

per

rate.
z
iaz
111
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::
m
z :z
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2

Figure 2: Two extrapolations

PRWOJLD-

TEmlRON
cxnJ.cm

“G-F=

sKau.IIw

of the #p

total cross sections to supercollider

ener-

gies [from Ref. 41.

1.4

PARTON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
The discovery reach of a hadron supercollider

processes in which the constituents
Cross sections may be calculated

interact

is determined

by hard scattering

at high energies, as depicted iu Fig. 3.

in the renormalization

group improved

parton

model, provided we know the behavior of the quark and gluon distributions

within

7

b

0

Figure 3: Psrton-model
the proton

as functions

representation

of a hard-scattering

event.

of z and Q2. For the parton subprocesses of interest,

range over which the structure

functions

must be known is

(10 GeV)* 2 Q* g (10’ GeV)‘,
which

may correspond

written
hadronic

as fy’(z,

to (2) as small as LO-‘. With

Qr) for the number density of partons

cross sections are given schematically

du(a+b+c+X)

the

(1.2)

the parton

distributions

of species i in hadron

a,

by

= T/ kdzs fi(D1(~,,QZ)fi()f(z~r

where &? represents the elementary

cross section.

are known for a great many reactions of potential
Some care is required in devising structure
collider physics. The pre-existing

Q')@(i

The parton-level

cross sections

interest.

functions

parametrisations

+ j -+ c +x),

for application

given in the literature

to superare valid

only over liited

ranges of QZ which are much smaller than the range given by

(1.2). In addition,

structure

tic scattering

experiments

of extrapolations

functions

are essentially unmeasured

for z s 0.01, so it is important

in deeply inelas-

to consider the reliability

to small values of z and large values of Q*. A comprehensive

cussion is given in EHLQ.

A quick summary

our purposes here.
8

of the basic ideas will better

diiserve

Probii
wnaitive

a quark inside a proton
to fluctuationa

with a virtnal

on a scale characterized

by l/Qs.

into a quark plue a gluon.

quark may flaetuak

observe a quark carrying

a fraction

photon character&d

by Q* is

For a short interval,

the

We may write the probability

to

t of the parent quark’s

momentum

as

a.(Q*)
~ 4-A) *dlw Q2,
where Pqcp(z)
turbation

is the Aharehi-Parisi’

theory.

Using the shorthand

the quark distribution

function
dqkr)

z = zy. Any quark

necessarily

had a parent

It is convenient

a.(r)
*

to parametrize

/

=

parton

fraction

distributions

down quarks

:

&AZ,

up antiquarks

:

uL,b,Q2)

down antiquarks

:

d&,Q’)

and antiquarks

:

n&Q’)

:

G(z,Q2).

from the splittii

/

Q’)

414~s

L

8')
1-z

,+4Wl--2)
3

I

Gluons may be generated

Q*)

equation

- ~P(z,

9’)

(1.7)

p(z>Q’),

alone.
of parent sea quarks, or
pairs. Thus the evolution

on the distributions

in the fluctuation
9

+ d.(z,

of the valence quarks thus

gluons into quark antiquark
depends explicitly

Q2)

the evolution

and y = Z/E. The evolution

of parent

+ %(Z,

0.6)

sea quarks can emerge from the fluctuation

of sea quark distributions
gluons.

sati&

l &(I+

2a4Q2)

depends upon the valence quark distributions
In contrast,

in terms of

u&,Q2)

distributions

z of the proton

y 2 z.

:

+a,(Q’)
T
where p = zu. or z&

fraction

up quarks

3r

dlogQ'

of

(1.5)

a momentum

gluons

Q')

in QCD per-

l dv
= ,~~YeP-&,4

with momentum

The valence (or “nonsinglet’)

calculable

r E log Q’, we may write the evolution

observed with

heavy quarks

ddz,

function,”

as
_
-

dr

with

Splitting

of sea quarks and

of valence or sea quarks, and

in the splitting

af parent

ghmns into two gluons. Their evolutian

upon the input dbtriiu~:s
The input
scattering
bution

d valence quarks, mm quarks, and gluonn.

distriiutbnu

are determined

from experiments

of leptons from nucleon targets.

is measured

directly

as

. &(uN

y = u/E,

The distributions

by making

separate

p-X)

_ do(57N -+ p+x)

d.zdy

I ’

Y = E - E,, and N = i(p + n) is an “isisoscalar

of valence up and down quarks

measurements

and down sea distributions
assumption

*

0.8)

yj2

&dy

[

nucleon.”

on deeply inelastic

For example, the valence quark distri-

= [u&Q2) + 4hQ2)] = @p&E* 1 _ (;-

where z = Q2/2iUv,

ia thu6 dependent

on hydrogen

are determined

may be separated

and deuterium

tsrgets.

from measurements

of 32 under the

that u. = d., and the strange sea may be determined
V%

+

The up

from the reaction

j&+x
(1-Q)

Lp-+...

The shape of the gluon distribution
interactions.

The first moment,

mentum

sum rule.

coupling

constant

cannot

Jl &zG(z,

a,, or equivalently

with

one would

of the valence distribution,
the evolution

In EHLQ

we produced

over the kinematic
tributions
constraints

at Qi = 5 Gev’

there are no ‘intrinsic”

from the mowith

functions.

the strong
A. A large

distribution.

to a narrower

A

initial

from the evolution

the gluon distribution

(sea) distribution

G(z, Q2) from
Limited

statistics

until now.

two sets of distribution

range of interest.

of momentum

which corresponds

and then extract

this possibility

in electroweak

the QCD scale parameter

like to determin e A precisely

of the flavor-singlet

have prevented

correlated

and so requires a broad initial

small value of A implies a slower evolution,
Ideally,

directly

Q2), can be determined

The shape of G(z, Q2) is strongly

value of A implies rapid evolution,
distribution.

be measured

Thii

using the CDHS

functions

was done by constructing
structure

functions,s

and Savor sum rules, and under
heavy flavor components.

tions to Q2 > Qi using the (&t-order)

initial

subject

the avsumption

disto the
that

We then evolved the distribn-

Altarelli-Parisi
10

that behave sensibly

equations.

We studied

iu

detail two distributions,

characterized

and 2QO MeV, and gave a detailed
The uncertainties
in the input.

functions

and the EMC

that

at moderate

The ratio

reproduce

desirable,

meesurements,9

At the factor-of-two
projections,

for Spp.9 and Tevatron

expect that final data from the CDHS
be available,

The size of the

but are in acceptable

level of reliability

for which

none of this matters.

It is stiR

applications,

to do better.

and CCFR neutrino

experiments

We

will soon

and we intend to make use of these to produce revised distributions.

In the longer term, results from the f&d-target
helpful.

ambiguity.

both because of other measurements,r

the SLAGMIT

supercollider

particularly

great

of down to up quarks in our parametrisations

agreement with the EMC datalo
one hopes in making

at small

to large values of Q2 the small-t

without

is subject to question,

effects

do not perfectly

of the uncertainties.

some care the effect of our ignorance

could be computed

input sea distribution

A=#loMeV

classes. The 5rst has to do with uncertaintita

with

z and small Q’, and found
structure

dkussii

fall into m

We studied

by the QCD uAe paramcterr

We may also ask whether

can become quantitative,

collider

instead of merely

Tevatron

experiments

should be

determinations

of structure

functions

(already very interesting)

consistency

checks.
A second area of uncertainty
EHLQ

distributions

ponents.

surrounds

include only the perturbative

The treatment

of thresholds

data on FN -+ JUZX (perhaps
useful guidauce.

In addition,

of the heavy-quark
treatments

of these treatments
anything.

some programming

situation

and so be completely

di&rence

in the evolution

A Snal uncertain
theory,

as embodied

structure

and Tung”,
of “intrinsic.”

concerns

agreement”
irrelevant

We may note here that the existence
(small)

will eventually

provide

functions.

Better

and by us.= None
heavy flavors.

The

for charm is so c~nfused’~ that one is free to believe almost

However, there is now general

scale as l/m’,,

EELQ

any contribution

More complete

exrors led to an underestimate

been given by Collins

includes

The

of heavy quark com-

uncertain.

JAN + J&X)

in the original

of heavy Savors.

evolution

is somewhat

ultimakly

population

have recently

experimental

the treatment

that this component

for flavors heavier than charm

of light squarks or gluinoe would

of structure
a question

in the Altare&Parisi
11

would
make a

functions.

of principle:
equations,

does QCD perturbation

make sense as z + O? The

aaxern

here b that

the pileup oklogs

f&tom

make the perturbation

might

mehngbs fix t verytheeto sero.Howcbe? Gniv, Levin,and
given a careful, and very physical, u+ds
extended

by Mueller

and Qiu.”
D(s

partons

overlap

perturbation
EELQ

ofthis

,

Q2j

have

problem, which has recently been

zfi(t,Q2)mT

=

x

1

8’

theory cannot be trusted.
functions

Byski@

They argue that if the quantity

’

and cease to act individually

structure

serim

so that conventional

“free-parton”

It was shown at Snowmass W1’ that the

evade the dangerous

regime for all values of z > lo-’

and for 5 GeV2 < Q2 < 10s GeV2, the range in which it was hoped to apply them.
The general conclusion
projections

to supercollider

well matched

energies. Our knowledge

to our knowledge

needs. Refinements

LECTURE

2:

QCD

hope that

2.1

the scattering

lision with

was only verified
mechanism

provided

an early confir-

of the quark-parton

with great clarity

model

to two parton

should lead to ix-jet
with

final states
the coming

at CER.N.ZO We now have reeson to

can be studied

will emerge as a powerful

If partons

cross sections, and to our current

nature of quarks and the utility

colliiions

TWO-JET

is

PHYSICS

data from the SppS collider

spectroscopy

distributions

The suggestion r9 that the lowest order two parton

in hadron-hadron

reliable

and possible.

process (the QCD analog of Bhabha scattering)
of the initial

of the parton

of hadron jets ‘m c+c- annihilations

of the pointliie

for dynamics.

of the elementary

seem both interesting

The observation’*
mation

is that we know enough to make reasonably

experimental

in detail,

and that multijet

tool.

EVENTS

i and j with

outgoing

incident

momenta

momenta

pl and pz initiate

h and p4, it is useful to employ

12

a twobody

col-

the parton-level

Man&latamiuYluiau~
i = (I%+&%)’

The elementary

i

=

(h -p#

+ -(S/2)(1-CouI')

G

=

@1

*

cross section

-

p4)’

.

-(3/2)(1+cod*)
-

6(i,i,t)

O(4)

(2.1)

I

will lead to two-jet

Enal states

when 3 and i are large.”
In the hadronic

collision

itself, useful kinematic

variables are the jet rapidities
P-2)

and

pl,

the transverse

momentum

tion of two jets in the collision

of either jet. The cross section for the produc-

of hadrons

a aud b is then represented

Ed

au

(2.3)

&l&zdp~

An immediate

ambiity

arises in the lowest-order

be taken for the scale A@? Although

&culation:

a full evaluation”

shows that there is no simple auswer, the choice M’
suggested as miniii

higher-order

The Born diagrams
idealise the partons

for two-body

what value is to

of the O(4)

corrections

= gL,/4 has sometimes been

effects.
scattering

in QCD are shown in Fig. 4. If we

as massless, we may write the 2 + 2 parton cross sections as
&
-=
$2

where ] M I’, the dimensionless

=Jf212

lMI~,

square of the matrix

(2.4)

element, is averaged over initial

colors and spins, and summed over &ml colors and spins. Expressions
trix eiementsr2

are collected

to these elementary

in Table 2. The angular distributions

processes are sketched in Fii.

of many of these reactions

dcoa9’
from the f-channel
distribution

characteristic

dependence
1
- (1 - cos B’)2 ’

gluon exchange, analogous

change that drives the Rutherford
the angular

corresponding

is au angular
da7

srisii

5. The dominant

for the II~&

formula.

-

coMtant.

G

13

to the f-channel

photon

ex-

In terms of the variable x E cot2(P/2),

may be Gxpressed
&

(2.5)

as

b

Figure 4: O(I$)
or q;qj -+ q:qj,i

contributions

to parton-parton

# j. (b) qiqi -+ %gji,i

scattering

# j. (c) q&

(4 99 ---t G&. (f) 99 -+ 99 01 gp -+ gii. (4 99 -+ 99.
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in QCD. (a)
+

q&.

pi%

-B

qiqj

(d) qSi ---t gg.

Table 2: Feynman

amplitudes

PlWCesS
1 wlj

4

Q&i

-.
4
9

Q&i

4

(

z2+ir2

5

s++Q’
a2 + P

32

3

4

1

8

S2

--‘r; 27

tu

P+ci2

-.
9

cliq4 -+ $ljqj

2.22

32

+

8

ii2

> --‘r; 27

ts

ti’+S
f ’
+

99

32

1

99 -)

a

-.
6

9Qi +

0%

--_

99 +

8

ti2+i’
Gi

5’

4
9

C2+?

-cj’---

ii2+p
si

--.

3
8

i2+g2

ii5

ii’+P

0.15

52

6.11

22
>

94

15

2.59

1.04

8’

ir2 + i’
+

3.26

0.22

$2

+

Wi

scattering,

in QCD.

value at 0’ = x/2

WI’

W7j

+

for parton-parton

30.4

lo”.

w2 .

I

I

I

-1

Figure
king

5: Angular

distributions

L

1

I

1

L

0

given by the Born terms for parton-parton

in QCD (after Ref. 23).
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I

f

scat-

I show in Fig. 6 the angular distribution

of two-jet events in the dijet c.m. frame,

for Gets with effective masse% in the interval
150 GeV/c’

< MCjet

as observed by the UA-1 Collaboration.

-jet)

s4 To first approximation,

is flat as our simple analogy with Rutherford
detail,

< 250 GeV/c’,

scattering

it agrees very precisely with the prediction

(2.7)

the distribution

would suggest. In more

of the parton model, shown as

the solid curve.
TYPXTtvm,s .L 1.

Figure 6: Angular

distribution

tion in pp collisions at fi
the shape predicted
functions

= 540 GeV, as described in the text. The curve shows

by the QCD Born terms convoluted

with the EHLQ structure

(Set 1).

A further

indication

edge of the structure
scattering

of.two jet events observed by the UA-1 Collabora-

that the parton-model

procedure

is sound, and that knowl-

functions derived from experiments

on deeply inelastic lepton

is adequate,

shows representative
section &/dpldy

is provided

by other Sops

data on hadron jets.

data from the UA-1 Collaborationzs

lv=s, compared with the predictions

agreement is quite satisfactory.2s
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Figure 7

on the inclusive jet cross

of the QCD Born term. The

Figure 7: The inclusive jet cross section for the pseudorapidity
as a function
oration.

of the jet transverse momentum,

The open dots correspond

dots to those at fi

with

Ep”.

energies.

A useful way to display the results is to

This is shown in Fig. 8 for the nominal
trigger

with threshold

events from the 2.10s

with

conditions

of

set at 2 TeV will count at 1 Hz from
triggers which will efficiently

interactions

which will take place each

region.

We can show in perturbative
collimated

operating

than some

ss well as at 10 and 100 TeV. At

QCD events. This is of interest in planning

second in an SSC interaction

ingly

we may make the

rate for events with transverse energy ET greater

40 TeV, a *high-ET”
select “interesting”

= 546 GeV and the solid

of our procedure,

the SSC: \/s = 40 TeV and L = 10ss cm-zsec-l,
two-jet

8s measured by the UA-1 Collab-

to the data at fi

the reasonableness

to supercollider

examine the trigger
threshold

1~1< 0.7,

= 630 GeV.

Thus satisfied
extrapolation

interval

increasing

QCD that jets should exist, and become increasjet energies.
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If 6(E)

defines an angular

cone

X,-Triqqa

Figure

8: Counting

ml6 tH4 ol Y* IP ca-6’ set+
I ,

rate for an Es-trigger

luminosity

of L = loss cmV2sec- r (after

transverse

energy deposited

in pp collisions
EHLQ).

at an instantaneous

The threshold

in the central region of rapidity,

is defined

for

defined by lyil < 2.5

for jets 1 and 2.
containing

some 6xed fraction

of the jet energy, then2’
d(E)

Gluon jets should be broader
contained

- E-l/‘.

P-8)

than quark jets. zs For the same fractional

in a cone,

a,,, =1&.dl419.
2.2

energy

(2.9)

SOURCES OF HEAVY QUARKS
The sources of heavy quarks are strong-interaction

99 + Qv and qp + Qg, and electroweak
and Z”.

The latter

have the advantage

production

production
through

in the reactions
the decays of W*

of known cross sections, which

is to say

cross sections that can be measured from the leptonic decays of the gauge bosoms,
and calculable

branching

ratios.

for the decays of real (not virtual)
option for the top-quark

Howevever,

they lead to very large rates only

gauge bosons. Thii

makes them an attractive

search at the Sops and at the Tevatron.

19

The cross sections for the strong interaction
turbation

processes are known in QCD per-

theory?
db(gg ---) Qa
di

&

. S(i - m*)(fi - m*)+
@1
j*
t

=

(2.10)

4 I (i - m*)(Ci - m*) - 2m*(t^ + m*)
(i - m*)*
K 3
+3(i

- m*)(fi -m*) + m*(C -i)
S(2 - m*)

+ (t +-au)
which

is generally

dominant,

4,“;:

I ’

3(i - m*)(ti -m*)

(i - m*)* + (Ci - m*)* + 2m*d
s*
[

dt
is generally

m*(j- 4m*)

and

wc!iT-+ Qc9 _
which

I

-

>

negligible.
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(2.11)

’

I show in Fig. 9 the yield of heavy quarks from these sources for the up colliders.
Similar

results are given for supercollider

is in order for these estimates.
by the elementary

collisions,

energies in EHLQ.

When the heavy”
the next-order

A word of caution

quark is light on the scale set

production

process gg --) Qg may

100
10

z
s
b

i
0.1
0.01

o”.~~w,~,‘,,bJ
0 20 40 60 60 loo
MO K-/c3
Figure
function
(c) fi

0.001
.o

20 40 60
Jw rcev/=l

9: Cross sections for the production

oft

of the mass of the heavy quark. (a) fi
= 2009 GeV.

20

60 100

0

204060
u(t) [Cd/c

or I quarks in pp colliiions
= 630 GeV; (b) \/j

$

loo

as a

= 1600 GeV;

dominate.m

A simple estimate

will

we may app roximab

3 W 4M&

show why this is BOO.For a&a:

the cross se&ion by considering

a

1 and

the process
(2.12)

the branching
two-body

of a produced

gluon into a QQ pair.

The ratio of three-body

and

crces sections will be
oh
4w

+ oQQ
+ Q8)

4w
4sw

u

-

u

-+ 99)
+ Qiz)
0.02

ww

quark production
distinguished

reaction

mechanism

at the SjjpS.

topologically.

2-4

O(5 - lo),

where we have taken the ratio of the twc+body
The three-body

(2.13)

cross sections from Table 2.

is undoubtedly

already pre6minent

The two mechanisms

for &

may of course readily

be

The Qg 6nal state leads to heavy quarks on opposite

sides of the beam axis, whereas the gQQ fInal state places both heavy quarks

on

the same side of the beam axis.

MULTLIET

2.3

Multiparton
jet 64
potential

FINAL

STATES

final states are important.

states have an inherent
backgrounds

precision

missing ener&

events.

Experimental

interest

to new physics.

may ccnstitute

Twe,
in QCD,

collider

extremely

the calculations

challenging.

For example, the computation

eible (you may take this as a definition)
two years, new and more efficient
applied to these problems.

souxes

The new methods

states
plus

of new-physics

sig-

of many-parton

final states

amplitudes

of the gg + gggg amplitudes

techniques

as

of -jet

these multiparton

by conventional

21

(and more)

jets . ..final

and considerations

in understanding

However,

W+two

and are important

nals at the SSC make progress
desirable.

and four-

and muat be understood

The W+jet,

tests of QCD,

work at the Sops

three-,

methods.

have been developed,

are

is imp-

Over the past
refined,

have two essential features:

and

. c&date
l

e Simplify

ha&

amplitudea

the calculation

(i) Exploit

rather

of helicity

the gauge invariance

than matrix

elements squsnd;

amplitudes:
of the theory and the mamlessnem of par-

ticles; OR
(ii) Relate the desired amplitude
theory

to easily calculated

that amplitudes

give rise to many terms at intermediate
cancel in the &ml result.

Two

involving

vector particles

stages of the calculations,

most of which

There are great advantages in trying

to gain control over

terms.

novel methods

are now coming

into general

use.

The first is the so-

called “CALKUL”

method, 31 which is well suited to the problem

zero-mass

rmes.

fermion

may simplii

in a simpler

by supersymmetry.

These rules follow from the observation

the spurious

amplitudes

of radiation

It is based on the idea that a particular

the evaluation

of tree diagrams.

As au example,

from

gauge choice

let us consider the

reaction
c+@+)qP-)
which is represented

in lowest order by the familiar

essential aspect of the ‘CALKUL’
terms of vectors already

procedure

consider one of the terms in the amplitude

four-vector

= Jf Fi~+?w

then only one term contributes,

for reaction

vectors in

(2.14),
(2.15)

b-1

aa
* 76) - S+Clti(l

F 75)1,

(2.16)

(2.17)

= 0 = lqp+)$+.

term cancels the denominator

boxed piece of the equation

An

because

$-u(p)
The remaining

diagrams.

To see why this may be useful,

+ I# ‘M-@==44

If we express the polarization
P(k)

t- and u-channel

is to express polarization

present in the problem.

M-Q

(2.14)

+ r(Wr(h),

of the fermion

propagator,

so the

gives simply
w

- h)P+(l

F 7sMP-1,
22

(2.18)

The idea of the sup emymmetq
which

exactly

is to imagine

respects N = 2 sapemymmetry.~

in an approximate
calculational

method

qmmetry

of Nature;

tool. Corresponding

the spin-0 scalar gluon 4,.
the supersymmetry

We are not imagining

it need only be a construct

to the spin-l

The interactions

of the Lagrangian,

an extension

glnon g are the spin-f
of all these particles

and M a result, all helicity

of QCD
that this
used M a

gluino i and
are related

amplitudes

by
are

related.
Perhaps

the simplest

example,

and yet one of great practical

to relate M(gg + gg) to M(qQJ3 + I&+,).
pendent

helicity

may be obtained

amplitude

(for the ++

by crossing).

all spiulcss, so the evaluation
methods,

previously

very simply.
During
techniques,

known

1985, all the Zto-4

is

Iu this case, there is one single inde-

--) ++

transition,

For the analog reaction,

from which

is greatly

simplified.

results for 2-tc-2

and 2-t+3

reactions

reactions

QCD amplitudes

all others

the external particles

of the amplitude

New results for St+4

importance,

do not require

are

Using these
are obtained

superhuman

effort.

have been evaluated by these new

in a form suitable for fast computation.”

The remaining

challenge,

for

the moment,

is to learn how to turn these crces section expressions into simulations

and insights

applicable

to experiment.
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LECTURE 3: ELECTROWEAKPHENOMENA

The standard
transform

model

is built

upon three quark

under SU(2)r.

@ IJ(l)r

ss

UR,

YL

dR

=

and lepton

generations

that

113; YR =

I (3.1)
YL

eR

=

-1;

YR

=

-2

righthzmglets
lefthanded
where

doublets

the weak-isospin

Mann-Niihiiima

and hypercharge

assignments

guarantee

that

formula
Q=&+$Y

yields the appropriate

charges.

(3.2)

The gauge bosons of the unbroken

w+,ws,w--.
To break the gauge symmetry
a complex

A

SU(2)L@U(l)r

scalar doublet

to gauge boeons, and to fermions.

theory

+ U(l),r~,

we add to the standard

4 with gauge-invariant

The construction

are
(3.3)

Wr

SU@)L

gauge theory

the Gell-

couplings

of the theory

to itself,

is eccplained in

detail in many textbooks.%
After the introduction

of a Higgs potential
W’4)

= .&a

with & < 0 for the self-interactions
neously broken

+ I4(4’4)’

(3.4)

of the scalars, the gauge symmetry

and the scalar field acquirer

a vacuum expectation

(4) = &iEKl
= (Gpd5)-1/2
1:

175GeV,
24

is sponta-

value

(3.5)

where the numerical

value is Bxed by the low-energy

suit of the spontaneous
bosons corresponding
the longitudmal

symmetry

bre&ing

to the three brokal

components

of W+, W-,

g and g’/2 are the coupling

groups, respectively.
the U(l)n~

The photon,

symmetry,

In contrast

The re-

is that the three woald-be

Goldstone

gener24tOr8 of SU(2)r, @ U(l)r

become

and

2 = (SW3 - o’A)l~zF
where

phenomenology.

constants

,
of the sum

which corresponds

(34
and U(l)y

to the unbroken

generator

of

remains massless.

to the definite predictions

Mv=g(4)
Mx=hi (4)I
for the masses of the intermediate
-Higgs boson”)

breaking

is &

(3.7)

bosons, the mass of the neutral

that remains as a physical

tsneous symmetry

3.2

gauge

particle

ss a consequence

scalar (the
of the spon-

predicted.

ISXJES
The principal

collider
l

standard model issues to be addressed with a multi-TeV

hadron

are these:
The rate of W* and Zs production.

tions of the production
the intermediate
into operation

Thii

mechanism

bosom.

is chiefly of interest for invcstiga-

itself and for the study of rare decays of

We expect that by the time a supercollider

the more basic measurements

of the masses and widths

of the ir&rm.ediate

comes

such sa precise determinations
bosons will have been accom-

plished.
l

The cross section for pair production
to the structure
be understood
bosom,

of the triiinear
as potential

of gauge bosons. These are sensitive

couplings

backgrounds

among gauge bosoms, and must
to the observation

composite scalars, and other novel phenomena.
25

of heavy Higgs

Q The Higgs boson itself.
bcmon remaining

In the miniial

to be found.

electroweak

Elucidating

model, thii

the structure

is the lone

of the Higgs sector

(and mot merely finding a single Higgs scalar) is one of the primary
experimentation

goals of

in the TeV regime.

Let us take a moment to look briefly at each of these points.
The integrated

cross sections for WY+ and W- production

shown in Fig. 10 m functions
sections for production
of intermediate

bosom produced

large. At 40 TeV, for example,
luminosity

Z” factory

of charged intermediate
The angular
portance

at a high-luminosity
W*s.

is approximately

is impressively

luminosity

of 1O’O cm-?

For comparison,

at a high-

the number of Z”s

10’. There is no competitive

source

bosons (cf. Table 3).

distribution

of the produced

for the design of experiments.
within

10: Cross sections for W*
integrated

< y < 1.5. The number

supercollider

a run with an integrated

over all rapidities,

intermediate

At supercollider

a narrow

40 TeV machine with an average luminosity

picture,

-1.5

such as LEP (11 = 2 - 10sl cm-*see-r)

ate bosons will be produced

Figure

interval

6 ; lOa Z”s and 2.10’

expected in a year of running

are

of the c.m. energy \/s. Also shown sre the cross

of W* in the rapidity

would yield approximately

in pp collisions

In a

of 10ss, there will be a flux of about 10

in pp collisions

and restricted

26

energies, many intermedi-

cone about the beam direction.

production

EHLQ).

bosons is of great im-

in the Drell-Yan

to the interval

ly( < 1.5 (after

Table 3: Sonrces ofInt.ermedia~
Collider

Beams

fi

QPS

FP

63OGeV

lO=

Tevatron

FP

1.6 TeV

lCl=

SLC

e+c-

LEP

c+e-

ssc

W+/second
purpose

PP

emitted

detectors

advantages

within

L [an-‘set-‘1

2 TeV

lO=

93 GeV

10s’

93 GeV

UP

40 TeV

1CP

Wf

zo

4 nb

1.2 nb

4.104

1.2 - lo’

15 nb

3 nb

1.5 * 1Or

3.104

17 nb

3.6 nb

1.7-10s

3.6 - 10r
46 nb
4.6 - lob
46 nb
4.6 - 10’

2” of the beam direction,

deployed near the forward

220 nb

72 nb

2.2 - 10s

7.d

in each hemisphere.

direction

Special

may thus have significant

for the study of rare decays.

The pl-distributions
taining

Bosom

intermediate

of intermediate

bosons, and the structure

of events con-

bosons and one or more hadron jets can serve as important

tests of QCD. Calculations

are essentially
topologies.

completej6

completiorP

for multijet

Current

distributions

of W* are in good agreement

for W + jet, and are nearing

data on the transverse

with theoretical

There are many ressons to be open to the possibility
0 High energy parity

restoration

in an Sum

momentum

expectations.

of new gauge bosom:

@SU(~)R

@U(l),

electroweak

gauge theory;
l

The occurrence
for example

l

of extra

in unification

The low-energy

U(1) gauge symmetries,

implying

additional

groups larger than SU(5);

gauge groups emerging
27

from superstring

models.

Z”s,

10’

z
U

1

2
*f

10-r

2

lo+

+
&

1o-3

L
,4b

1o-4

1o-5
10

.l
M(W’)
Figure

&v/c’]

11: Cross section for the production

of a heavy W-boson

with rapidity

lyl < 1.5 in pp collisions at 2, 10,.20, and 40 TeV (after EHLQ).
In a specific theory, the style of calculation
the cross section for the production

of new gauge bosons. As an example, I show

in Fig. 11 the cross section for production
couplings

to the lit

may anticipate

quarks.

detailed measurements
W*7,

moment

important

cancellations

of the electroweak

In addition,

boson.

in the amplitudes
of the WWZ

do not probe triliiesr

sensitive to nonstandard

interactions

The rate for W*7

of the intermediate

rely on the gauge structure

composite.

For the 40 TeV energy projected

for the SC,

we

may be achieved in

of the cross sections for the production

and Ze7 pairs.

magnetic

reactions

of a new W-boson with standard gauge

sensitive searches out to a mass of about 6 TeV/cz.

Incisive tests of the structure
Z”Zo,

just described leads to an estimate of

interactions
the W+W’-

production

trilinear

and WfZo
coupling.

W*Z”,

is sensitive to the

In the standard

for W+W-

gauge couplings

of W+W-,

model there are
production

which

The Z”Zo and Z”7

in the standard

model, but are

such as might arise if the gauge bosons were
and Z”Zo final states may be significant
28

backgrounds

to the detection

of heavy Biggs bceons and possible new degrees of

freedom.
The intrinsic

interest in the process *gi 4 W+Wv-, which account8 in part for

plans to study e+e- annihilations
to the sensitivity

of the cross section to the interplay

exchange contributions.
bceons is proportional
that the amplitude

bosom

of a pair of longitudinally

to S, in grces violation
is damped as expected.

both for the verification

of backgrounds

of unitarity.

polarized

It is important

of gauge cancellations

Fii

pairs is

This is shown for intermediate

lyl < 2.5 in Fig. 12. The number

of pairs produced
provided

at high
that the

bosons can be detected with high e?lciency.

12: Mass spectrum

the standard

to verify

and for the assessment

energies seems adequate for a test of the gauge cancellations,
intermediate

term,

intermediate

The mass spectrum of W+W-

to heavy Higgs boson decays.

satisfying

among the r-, Z”-, and quark-

As is well known, in the absence of the Z”-exchange

the cross section for production

of interest

at c.m. energies around 180 GeV at LEP, is owed

of W+Wy- pairs produced

model and Set 2 of the EELQ

and the W- must satisfy jy/ < 2.5.
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parton

in pp collisions,
distributions.

according

to

Both the W+

At this point,

or something

it is worth

very similar,

recalling why there must be a physical Higgs boson,

in any satisfactory

&c.troweak

consider the role of the Higgs boson in the cancellation
An illuminating

theory.

To do so, let us

of high-energy

divergences.

example is provided by the reaction
c+e- -+ w+w-,

(34

which is described in lowest order in the Weinberg-Salam

theory by the four Feyn-

man graphs

in Fig. 13. The leading divergence in the J = 1 amplitude
neutrinoexchange
diagram in Fig. 13(a) is cancelled by the contributions

of the
of the

direct-channel

ampli-

7- and Z”-exchange

diagrams.

However, the J = 0 scattering

tude, which exists in thii case because the electrons are massive and may therefore
helicity state, grows as s l/r for the production

be found in the “wrong”
dinally

polarized

gauge bosons. The resulting

of longitu-

divergence is precisely cancelled by

the Higgs boson graph of Fig. 13(d). If the Higgs boson did not exist, we should
have to invent something

very much lie

theory, the H&s-electron-electron
mass, because “wrong

helicity”

it. From the point of view of S-matrix

coupling
amplitudes

must be proportional

to the electron

are always proportional

to the fermion

mass.

W

w-

W*

w+
Y

Y
X a-

o+
x

(0)

O-

(b)

0’

Ww+

v
I

z”

x

o-

I”
I
l+

Figure
standard

13: Lowest-order

c+
6

(cl

contributions

model.
30

to the reaction

c+c-

-+ W+W-

in the

Withoat

spontaneous

symmetry

break+

be- no Higgs boaon, no longitudinal
di&ultiee.

in the standard

gauge boaons, and no extreme

(Nor would there be a viable low-energy

phenomenology

interactione.)

The most severe divergences are eliminated

the couplll

among gauge boeons and leptons.

divergence

arises because the electron

mechanism.

Spontaneous

symmetry

breaking

3.3

HEAVY

particle

that

to place plausible
model.

corrections

fatal,

mass - because of the Higga

A similar interplay

a

and compensation

the standard

model dots not give a precise

We can, however, use arguments

of

lower and upper bound on the mass of the Higgs

A lower bound is obtained

by cornput@’

the East

to the classical potential
V(P4)

Requiring

of

theory.

remarked

in the minii

quantum

by the gauge structure

provides its own cure by supplying

for the mass of the Higgs boson.

self-consistency

of the weak

HIGGS BOSONS

We have already
prediction

divergence

A lesser, but still potentially

has acquired

Higgs boson to remove the last divergence.
must exist in any satisfactory

model, there would

= /&v

that (4) # 0 be an absolute

+ I~I(4’4)’
minimum

-

P-9)

of the one-loop potential

yields

the condition
M&

Unitarity
mass.

arguments~

3G&5(2M1,

2

7 GeV/c’.

to compute

to GpM&

unitarity

condition

upper bound on the B&s

the s-wave partial-wave

Z”Zo

These are all asymptotically

portional

(3.10)

boson

amplitudes

for

at high energies in the
W+W-

channels.

+ ti~)/l&r’

lead to a conditional

It is straightforward

gauge boson scattering

>

Requiring

HH
constant

(3.11)

H#’
(Cc., well-behaved),

that the Born diagrams

and pm

respect the partial-wave

looI 5 1 yields
MH <

f$$
(

lb = 1 TeV/cr
>
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(3.12)
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Figure 14: Partial

decay widths

va. the Higgs-boson

of the Higgs boson into intermediate

mass. For this illustration

we have taken I’&

boson pairs
= 82 GeV/cZ

and Ms = 93 GeV/Z.
= a condition

for perturbative

A Higgs boson with Ma

unitarity.
> 2I&

has the striking

property

that it will decay

into pairs of gauge bosons. The resulting partial decay widths are shown in Fig. 14,
where the partial

widths

for the decay H + Qv are also shown for heavy quark

masses of 30 and 70 GeV/c2.
inant.

If the perturbatively

establish

The decay into pairs of intermediate
estimated width

can be trusted,

bosoms is dom-

it may be di5cult

to

a Higgs boson heavier than about 600 GeV/Z.

The most promising
fusion proce&*

mechanisms

and the intermediate

for Higgs boson production
boson fusion proccss.‘0

fusion is sensitive to the masses of the quarks circulating

ase the gluon

The rate for gluon

in the loop, and psrtic-

ulsrly to the top quark mass. I show in Fig. 15 the cross section for W+W-

32

pairs

arisii

in the process

PP-+H+bnJrthing
L w+wat fi

= 40 TeV, ss a function

W+ and W-

are restricted

for mi = 30 GeV/Z.

(3.13)

of the Higgs boson mass.

to the interval

The contributions

The rapidities

]y] < 2.5, and the example

of the
shown is

from gluon fusion and intermediate

boson

fusion are shown separately.
-,
ID

1

1

;i
5
a

+4 <

\

\

\

\

-4
10 7

-a
I. o.*
’
Figure
with
fi

\

. ..

x \ mt - 30 Gev/c* _
\
\
\
\
\ \
\
L
a.6
a.*

15: Cross section for the reaction
mt = 30 GeV/c’,

according

= 40 TeV. The intermediate

2.5

pp +

to the Set 2 parton

-a W+W-)
distributions

bosons must satisfy

tions of gluon fusion [dashed line] and WW/ZZ
shown separately.

(H

+

anything,

of EELQ,

for

]yw] < 2.5. The contribu-

fusion [dotted-dashed

Also shown [dotted line] is ra&(pp

* W+W-

lie]

+X)/&t,

are
with

lywl < 2.5 and M = IME (cf. Fig. 12).
Assuming
production.
duction

with

that the W’s can be identified,
We can estimate

this background

the background
by takiig

]yw] < 2.5 (Fig. 12) and multiplying

and the Higgs boson width

comes from W pair

du/dM

for W-pair

by the greater

of 10 GeV

from Fig. 14. The signal exceeds the background
33

profor

il4~ < 630 GeV/e’.

The signal to background

is heavier, or if the rapidity
From thess sorb
draw the following
30 CeV/c’,
detected

cut is tightened

of comparisons
lessons.

First,

ratio is improved
to IsI<

of expected

1.3.

signal and background

the rates are reasonably

magnitude.

we can

large, even for m

if the W* can be observed with high efllciency.
in their leptonic

if the top quark

=

If both W’s must be

decays, the event rates will be down by two orders of

It is important

to study the QCD four-jet

background

in the Snal

state
H

-+

W+WL* 3% jet2
1

&ral state.

Second, the angular

from the process

than the corresponding
easy to reconstruct,

W+W-

for isotropic

reaction.

4:

rate.

qq

+

Z”Zo

is

Although

a

Third,

rate, but the standard

factor

of five to ten smaller

the Z” + L+L- channel may be

both Z’s in the e+e- channel is about

time no direct experimental

or extension

beyond the standard
aesthetic principles

of the standard

model, or for attempting
of theoretical

simplicity

model.

evidence which compels
The motivations

to ‘complete”

upon the standard

and elegance, or d emands for internal
for elaborating

model, and will consider the first of several possible extensions:

scheme of dynamical
of the standard

remain bs the low-energy

symmetry

breaking.

We are not looking

model, for we expect that the standard

for

model will

limit of a more complete theory, much as the four-fermion

of the charged current weak interaction

of the Weinberg-S&m

for going

it, are based upon

In this lecture we shall review some of the arguments

a replacement

the rate for

TECHNICOLOR

the modification

the technicolor

H + VV

in rate.

There is at the present

description

qq + W+W-

the price of detecting

three orders of magnitude

consistency.

are different

in the ZOZ” mode is one-half the W+W-

model background

LECTURE

jet,

distributions

decay and the forward-backwardpeaked
Higgs production

jet,

(3.14)

model.
34

emerges as the low-energy

limit

WBY THERE MUST BE NEW PHYSIC.3 ON TEE 1 TEV

4.1

SCALE

The standard model is incomplete ‘I; it does not explain how the scale of electroweak symmetry

breaking

is maintained

in the presence of quantum

The problem of the scalar sector can be summarized
potential

of the SU(Z)r, @ U(l)r

electroweak

V(4’4
With

= r:&

theory is

& chosen less than eero, the electroweak

expectation

.

(4.1)

symmetry

is spontaneously

bro-

as the scalar field acquires a vacuum

value fixed by the low energy phenomenology,
< qt >= d-m

E (Gpfi)-‘j2

Beyond the classical approximation,
corrections

neatly as follows.42 The Higgs

+ 1X1(&)’

ken down to the U(1) of electromagnetism,

corrections.

involving

loops containing

B 175 GeV .

(4.2)

scalar msss parameters receive quantum
particles

of spins .7 = &l/2,

J=i

J=O

and 0:

J=l

c.
,

)JZ(p2)=

p;

+

t

. . . . ..>.-i....--

l

--e..

---I-

+ . ..a...

(4.3)

O

The loop integrals

are potentially

divergent.

Symbolically,

+ Cg21-’

dk2 +*-*

we may summarize

the content of Eq. (4.3) as
p2(pz) = $(A’)

,

where A de6ncs a reference scale at which the value of p’ ia known,

g is the cou-

pling constant of the theory,

calculable in

any particular

theory.

ables and parameters

and C is a constant

Instead

of dealing with the relationship

of the Lagrangian,

an observable with the momentum
radiative

corrections

of proportionality,

between observ-

we choose to describe the variation

of

scale. In order for the mass shifts induced by

to remain under control (i.e., not to greatly exceed the value

measured on the laboratory

scale), either
35

l

Amrutbe~,~oeraneedinkgrationir,notenozmorrs;or

l

new physics must intervene

In the standard

SU(3).

to

cut off

the integral.

@ SU(2)1@

U(1) y model, the natural

A - Mph&

fi: IO’* GeV .

reference scale

is the Plsnck mass,

In a unified
natural

theory

of the strong,

scale is the unification

weak,

(4-5)

and electromagnetic

interactions,

scale
A-Mu=lOr’GeV.

Both

estimates

breaking

(4.2).

are’ very large compared
We are therefore

energy of approximately

the

(4.6)
to the scale of electroweak

symmetry

assured that new physics must intervene

1 TeV, in order that the shii

at an

in p’ not be much larger

than (4.2).
Only a few distinct
integral

clssscs of scenarios for controlling

in (4.4) can be envisaged.

range of integration

One solution

to the problem

in (4.4) is offered by theories of dynamical

such as Technicolor.43

In the technicolor

effective range of integration

of the enormous

symmetry

breakii

Arc = 0(1 TeV).

Thus the

is cut off, and mass shifts are under control.

As we shall see, the Technicolor

s Arbitrary

of the

scenario, the Higgs boson is composite,

and new physics arises on the scale of its binding,

about the standard

the contribution

electroweak

hypothesis

also responds to the usual cornpaints

theory:

parameters

(i) for the Higgs potential;
[ii) for f-on

masses.

. . Unnaturahress.
What we mean by the unnaturalness

of the standard

model is expressed most

neatly in an analysis given by ‘t Hooft .” We consider the Lagrangien

as an

field

(characterized

theory

which describes physics at the shortest distances probed
36

effective

by~envgyA)aadstslllaneerdishncesirr.tennsotflelbapptopriatetothe~e
we encounter

A. Inthissense,anyLagrangian
Lagmr&n

descrlbiiphysii

should be thought

of as an e&c&e

in terms ofthe degrees of freedom appropriate

highest energy scale probed by experiment.

to the

In spite of the occasional assertions of

some of our visionary colleagues, we can never be certain that we have encountered
all the fundamental
What

fields that are to be discovered, up to the highest energies.

properties

consistently

must

represent

an eflective

corresponds

display

the low energy effective interactions

namics acting at a higher energy
1 (A) as n&d

Lagrangian

in order that

it can

of some unknown

scale ? ‘t HooR defines au effective Lagrangian

at the energy scale A if (and only if) every small parameter
to a symmetry

<< A

of A!(A), ie. if
EW

displays

additional

symmetries.

case the unitarity
become strong

perturbation

theory is reliable,

the scalsrs as fundamental

4.2

TEE

are exemplars,

of physics

3 shows that

above 1 TeV)

or Ms

but the theory is unnatural.

the electroweak
is small,

Technicolor

so that

eliminates

degrees of freedom for A > Gi1j2.

symmetry

breaking

upon

breaking

vacuum expectation
Cooper-Schrieffer
the formation

approach,

in Nature,

of bound

of the Gilburg-Landau

ogy with the superconducting

manifestation

of

phase transition.
cor-

It acquires a nonsero

state. The microscopic

states of elementary

theories

phenomenology’”

charges.

the dynamical

The basic idea of the technlcolor

Higgs boson of the standard

of another

of superconducting

identifies

tech&color

the superconducting

value in the superconducting
thsory’s

of which

our understandiig

order parameter

responds to the wave function

electrons.

of Lecture

at energies

symmetry

is modeled

The macroscopic

with

no knowledge

IDEA OF TECHNICOLOR

The dynamical
spontaneous

requires

model, either the Higgs boson mass is large

analysis

interactions

(4.7)

This definition

above the scale A. In the standard
(in which

dy-

Bardeen-

origin of the order parameter
fermions,

the Cooper

pairs of

mechanism is to replace the elementary

model by a f&on-antifermion
phase transition,
37

bound state. By anal-

the dynamics

of the fundsmental

techukolor

gauge interactioms

among teclmifermions

generate scalar bound statas,

and these play the role of the Biggs fields.
In the case of superconductivity,
gauge interactions

(QED)

present in the theory.
weak symmetry
Consider

the elementary

needed to generate

fermions

(electrons)

and the

the scalar bound states are already

Could we achieve a scheme of similar economy for the electro

breaking

a SU(3).

transition?

@sum

@ U(l)r

theory

of massless up and down quarks.

Because the strong interaction

is strong, and the electroweak

we may consider the SU(2)1@

U(l)v

interaction

quark masses, QCD has an exact SU(2)t
scale - Aoco, the strong interactions
and the chiral symmetry

interaction

ss a perturbation.

@ SU(2)n

chiial symmetry.

For vanishing
At an energy

become strong, fermion condensates appear,

is spontaneously

broken

SU(2)L @ SU(2)Jz --+ SU(2)v
to the familiar

flavor symmetry.

ken generator

of the

Three Coldstone

chiral invariance.

original

is feeble,

(4.8)

bosons appear, one for each bra
These were identified

by Nambu”

a.9 three massless pions.
The broken
measured

generators

are three axial currents

by the pion decay constant

electroweak

interaction,

the electroweak

and acquire masses of order - gfr.
physical spectrum,
bosons.

fr.

When we

tom

on the SU(2)b

The masslees pions thus disappear
components

This achieves much of what we desire. Unfortunately,

phenomenology;

bosons is far smaller than required

The simplest
mal technicolor

@ U(l)r
from the

of the weak gauge
the mass acquired

for a successful low-energy

it is only
MW - 30 MeV/e’

A -

to pions are

gauge bosons couple to the axial currents,

having become the longitudinal

by the intermediate

4.3

whose couplings

.

(4-9)

MODFiL
transcription

of these ideas to the electroweak

model of WeinbergM

is taken to be SU(N)Tc

and Susskind’*.

(usually SU(4)rc),
38

sector is the mini-

The technicolor

so the gauge interactions

gauge group
of the theory

aregene-ratedby
swTc

The technSermions

@ SU(3),

Qpqqt

are a chiral doublet

@ qqr

of massI=

(4.10)

-

color ninglets

VIZ,DR

(4.11)

L
With, the charge
electroweak

assignments

anomalies.

= i and Q(D)

Q(U)

The ordinary

fermions

= -f

are all tecbnicolor

In analogy with our discussion of chiial symmetry
that the chiral TC symmetry
W2)L

Three would-be

@ U(1)”

-+ su(2)v

F, = (G&)-“’
interactions

components
ww

technipion

QpU(l)”

(4.12)

.

(4.13)
decay constant

as
(4.14)

= 247 GeV .
are tumed

of the intermediate

on, the technipions

bceons, which

become the

acquire maasea

IQ

=

de/4

IM;Lg =
that have the canonical

in QCD, we assume

u$

4

for which we are free to choose the technipion

longitudinal

singlets.

bosoms emerge. These are the technipions
6,

When the electroweak

breaking

is free of

is broken,

@ W2)R

Goldstone

the theory

(g* + g*) Fj /4

standard

=

Gpfisin’Bw

=

M;2,/coG

(4.15)
ew

model values, thanks to our choice (4.14) of the

decay constant.

Worlrmg by analogy with QCD, we may guess the spectrum

of other FF bound

states as follows:
I-l--

tecbniihoe
techniomega

p;,

p;,

*

O-+ technieta

)lT

0++ techniiigma

0~

39

p;

(4.16)
’
I

all with masses on the order of the technicolor
they do not originate

as Goldstone

scale Arc - 0(1 TeV/c*),

bosons. The dominant

since

decay of the techniiho

will be
&‘I +
i.e.i.nto

pairs of longitudinally

polarized
&f(m)

duction

technicolor

gauge bosons. Standard

estimates lead to

a

(4.18)

325 GeV.

leads to an enhancement

of the cross section for the pro

of pairs of gauge bosons which we may estimate by applying

meson dominance”
spectrum

(4.17)

,

m 1.77 TeV/cr

II
Minimal

%T%T

of W+W-

and without

to the standard

model expressions.

pairs produced

the techniiho

in pp collisions

enhancement.

to satisfy lyl < 1.5. The technirho

I show in Fig. 16 the mass

at 20,40,

Both intermediate

enhancement

“technivector

and 100 TeV, with
bosons are required

amounts to nearly a doubling

of

the cross section in the resonance region. However, because the absolute rates are
E

-1
pp.+

W+

Figure 16: Mass spectrum

of W+W’-

Set 2 of the EELQ parton

distributions.

The cross sections are shown with
techniiho

anything

pairs produced

in pp colliiions,

according

to

Both W+ and W- must satisfy lyl < 1.5.

(solid lines) and without

enhancement.
40

(dashed

lines) the

rmall,thecon~~o~d~mhsncement~perhapsthe~~
lenging for both colIider and eqdment

that we have encountered.

SSC run with integra&d

luminooity

be 240 on a background

of 200 at 40 TeV.

4.4

EXTENDED
Technicolor

shows how the generation

fundamental

provides

an elegant solution

However,

it has one major

and lepton

the number

of excess event6 will

TECHNICOLOR

without

quark

of lO%n~*,

In a tidard

of intermediate

scalars or unnatural

adjustments

to the naturalness
deficiency:

boson masses could arise

problem

of parameters.

It thus

of the standard

model.

it offers no explanation

masses, because no1 Yukawa

couplings

for the origin

are generated

of

between

Higgs fields and quarks or leptons.
A possible approach
by “extended
is embedded

to the problem

technicolor”

models.

in a larger extended

of quark and lepton

We imagine that the technicolor
technicolor
GTC

gauge group

gauge group,
(4.19)

C GRTC ,

which couples quarks and leptons to the technifermions.
spontaneously

masses is suggested

If the ETC symmetry

is

broken down to the TC symmetry
GRTC *

(4-W

GTC

at a scale
brc

- 30 - 300 TeV ,

(4.21)

then the quarks and leptons may acquire masses
m - A&,/A&.
The outlines of thii strategy

(4.22)

are given in Refs. 50 and 51, but no %taudard”

ETC

model has been constrncted.
As a representative
and Susskmd.‘*

of the ETC strategy we may consider a model due to Farhi

Their model is built

analogs of the ordbmy

qua&e

on new fundamental

constituents

which

are

(the techuiqusrks)
UR,

41

DR

(4.23)

and of the ordinary

leptone (the tmhnikptons)
NE,

These technifermions

color singlet, technicolor

P-

techd3avor

divergent

absence of electroweak

(4.25)

ho-sons

singlet

mesons. Lie

current,

GeV/cs.

the 11’ of QCD, the r& couples

so it is expected

to acquire a mass on the

The pseudo-Goldstone

bosons ar massless in the

and ETC interactions.

for study of the light particles

recently.ss

are examined

aspects, specXcally

pseudo - Gold&one

technivector

order of several hundred

interaction

Z”

,

K40)

plus the corresponding

been examined

W*,

P&O)

v$

The possibilities

which is *

states

become longitudinal

(1,-l)

P”

gauge interaction,

Among the FF bound states are eight

singlet pseudoscalar

4 (1,1)
G (ho)
xr (L-1)
p+ 091)
/ P” (LO)

(434)

.

are bound by the SU(N)ro

sumed to become strong at Arc - 1 TeV.

to an anomalously

ER

implied

There some consequences
in detail.

iu such a model have

of the extended

technicolor

Here we shall focus instead on pure technicolor

the search for heavy particles,

which awaits supercollider

ex-

perimentation.
In the Far&Susskind

model,

scaled from the known properties

the mass and width
of the pmeson

Iif(*)
r(m)
if the bCh.UiCOlOrgauge group
most prominent

is expected

may be

in QCD. We expect
(4.20)

885 Gevp

A: !xo Gev

is Su(4)ro-

Among tech&ho

enhancemeuts,

the

to be in the W*ZO channel, which will be somewhat

easier to observe than the corresponding
mass spectrum

w

of the tecbnirho

effect in the minii

is shown in Fig. 17.
42

model.

The resulting

..,

~Figure 17: Mass spettrum
the Farhi-Susskiid

..I

of W*Z”

. ..

a.7

lines) the tecbnirho

I
1-I
v*v/z)

in pp collisions,

Both intermediate

shown with

(specifically,

D-S
PO% -

pairs produced

model (from EHLQ).

lyl < 1.5. The cross sections’are

..a

according
to

bosons must satisfy

(solid lines) and without

(dashed

enhancement.

pf)

COLORED TECHNPIONS

4.5

From the color-triplet

(V D) aud color-singlet

build ‘Se (Fm

states:

l

an &spin

triplet

l

an isospin singlet color triplet

l

the correspondii

l

an isospin triplet

l

an isoscalar color-octet

PJ, e,

(N E) technifermion~,

we may

PC1 of color triplets;

antitriplet

state Ps;
states;

Pz, P,“, Pi of color octets;
state e,

with masses (acquired from the color interaction)

of

16oGev/c'

M(q)

c

M(Pa)

RS 240 GeV/c*
43

(4.27)
.

With the standard

charge sssignments,

the Ps and P: chargee are

(5/3,2/S,
The isoscalar PO may be produced
to equal cram sections in

2/S) .

(4.28)

copiously by gluon-gluon

colliiions.

p+p

over the eight colors of the produced
du(ab 4 e

-l/3;

The differential

psrticle)

fusion, which leads

cross section (summed

is

+ anything)
dY

Iy=Cl

where r = I%@/s This is shown as a function
The dominant

decay modes will be

The expected

branching

ratios

of the technipion

depend upon the top quark mass, but 50% into

each channel is a guess that will not be misleading.
signal and background
large at supercollider

mass in Fig. 18.

are approximately

In the fS channel, the expected

equal, and the number of events is quite

energies. The signal-to-background

Y
t
2.
z

improves somewhat

with

loo
.D

,.-I
,1~

Fiie

18: DXerential

Pz at y = 0 in

pp

or

pfp+ ti . wnu*s

cross section for the production
up

collisions

The expected mass is approximately

at 2,10,2O,

technipion

40,70, and 100 TeV (from EHLQ).

240 GeV/c*.
44

of the color-octet

increasing
f-qua&

technipion

maan. The main iwuea for detection

and the resolution

an appropriate

in invariant

are the identtication

map of the reconstructed

pairs.

This is

topic for detector studies.

Pairs of colored technipiom
at supercollider

also will be produced with substantial

energies, principally

Fig. 19 the integrated

by gluon fusion.

cross sections

As one example, I show in

cross section for the reaction

PP--$srj
with and without
ically

the te-chniiho

(pf)

(4.31)

enb ancement.

These cross sections are typ-

- 15 times the cross sections for color triplet

comparable

of

technipion

production,

and

to the cross sections for single PF production.
,
8..
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l
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Figure 19: Integrated
(from EHLQ).

cross section for the production

Both Pz P; and P,“Pt+PFPz

cross sections) are summed.

Rapidities

The cross sections are shown with
techniiho

.

3.5

..a
(r=w3

of PsFs pairs in pp collisions

chsrgestates

of the technipions

(which occur with equal
must satisfy /yI < 1.5.

(solid lines) and without

enhancement.

45

(dashed lies)

the

I

The apected

decays of octet te&nipii,

in addition

to those given in (UO),

M

(4.32)

The signature

for the PzPi

channel

is therefore

t6 on one side of the beam and

fb on the other.

If the heavy flavors can be tagged with high efficiency,

of no significant

conventional

4.6

APPRAISAL

backgrounds.

'

If the technicolor
troweak

hypothesis

gauge symmetry,

can be studied
particles

using the current

be a number

should

required

The colored

before a supercollider

comes into

we have made a rough appraisal

for the observation

of various tech-

nicolor signals. Full exploitation

of the ScientXc

opportunities

identification

and meaeuremeut

of heavy quark

flavors, and the ability

intermediate

bosons in complex events.

effort is made in detector
mentation

at an integrated

rule out the technicolor

development,
luminosity

Our expectation

requires the efficient
to identify

is that if the appropriate

a 40 TeV collider which supports
of lO%m-*

hypothesis.
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with

S 40 GeV) and

of c+e- and j~p colliders.

mesons. In EHLQ

effective luminceities

of spiuless teclmipions

be quite light (masses

generation

of the elec-

1 TeV. Some of these, the color sin-

inacessible to experiment

as are tech&-e&or

of the minimum

describes the breakdown

scale of about

singlet particles,

are probably

operation,

correctly

there will

masses below the technicolor
glet, technicolor

we know

wiI1 be sufficient

experi-

to conCrm or

LECTURE 5:

SUPERSYMMETRY

We~~~inLecture4thatnenp~i~isreqairedonthe1TeV~eto
overcome the problem
theory.

of uncontrolled

There we summarised

msas shifts for the elementary

the one-loop corrections

to the scalar mass as

ja2(P2)=~2(A2)+Cg2/;‘dk2+-where

A defines a reference

coupling

’

constant

The supersymmetric

fermion

loops contribute

limit

(4.4)

the value of cc2 is known,

g is the

C is calculable in any particular

solution is especially elegant.

Exploiting

the fact that

with an overall minus sign (because of Fermi statistics),

balances

of unbroken

,

of the theory, and the coe5cient

theory.

supersymmetry

scale at ‘which

scalars in the

the contributions

sup ersymmetry,

with those of their fermion

of fermion

and boson loops.

In the

iu which the mssses of bosons are degenerate

counterparts,
c

the cancellation

is exact:

ciJe=o.

(5.1)

i=‘;Ez
If the supersymmetry
the integrals
AM

is broken

(as it must be in our world),

may still be acceptably

are not too large. The condition

requirement

5.1

that super-partner

the contribution

small if the fermion-boson
that g’AI@

msss splittings

be %mall enough-

masses be leas than about

of

leads to the

1 TeV/e2.

WHAT Is tXJE’ER.S-Y?”
In relativistic

normally

quantum

field theory, continuous

are based on Lie algebras.

of isospin, generated

A familiar

symmetries

example

of the S-matrix

is the NJ(Z)

symmetry

by the algebra

[T’,T’] = is?q ,
where sji” is the autisymmetric
symmetries

of the S-matrix

symmetries.

The space-time

P*, the generator
and rotations.

three-index

symbol.

is the combiition
symmetries

of translations,

and by iUp,
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The most general forms6 of

of Poincar6

are generated

This leads to the familiar

(5.2)
invariance

by the momentum

the generator

&a&cation

plus internal

of Lorentz

of particles

operator
boosts

by maas and

spin. Internal

symmetries

are generated

G, which we denote gene&a&y
of spacetime

by the generators

of the symmetry

group

as X.. These objects commute with the generators

symmetries,
[X.,P’]

= 0

and with the Hamiltonian

(5.3)

= 01 ’

[X.,it!v]
M of the world,
I&,Ml=O,
so we may simultaneously

(5-4)

specify internal quantum

spins. This leads to the useful classification
symmetry

group G. Examples

ss the flavor symmetries
conservation,

of internal

of particles
symmetries

and the U(1) symmetry

and the local (gauged) symmetries

Km
of the graded
Among

quantum

such

number

to the graded Lie algebras de3.ned

- X”
.
- v

(5.5)

t

Lie algebras are of two hinds.

X. make up the odd part of the algebra,
relativistic

are global symmetries

associated with baryon

{Q,fn-x

up the even part.

of the

and anticommutators:
[X,X]

The generators

by representations

such as SU(3),@S17(2)r@U(l)r.

The notion of Lie algebras may be generalized
by both commutators

numbers along with mssses and

while the spinorial

The scalar charges
charges

Q. mahe

the graded Lie algebras, the only ones consistent

field theory

are the supersymmetry

algebraspb

with

in simplest

form
{O., 0’)
{Q,Ql

- 6.7 - p

IP,81 =o = IP,61
where 0 is the Hermitian
and P is a momentum
A particle

conjugate

3

=o = {a01

(5.6)

t

of Q, a aud b are irkemal

symmetry

labels,

4-vector.

is transformed

by a scalar charge into a partner

with the same mass

and spin. An example is the action of Ti, which generates isospiu rotations
48

about

the ikxia.

A particle

is transformed

whose spin differs by l/2

uuit,

Thus arisea a connection

5.2

theory, particles

of the supersymmetry

algebra.

except spin; if the sup ersymmetry
number

of fermion

carry a new fermionic
that the lightest
fundamental

superpartner

the particle

extension

of the standard

The interactions
ric extension

are represen-

share all quantum

they are degenerate

will be absolutely

theories,

stable.

in mass. The

the superpartners
This means

In Table 4 we list the

Supersymmetry

with the standard

further,

By examining
therefore

model.

because the minimal

model requims at least two doublets

bmopg old and new particles

of the usuaI interaction

with the

we readily see that there are no can-

compared

slightly

numbers

is identical

model and their superpartners.

pairs among them.

spectrum,

must expand the spectrum

which

number R which is exactly conserved.

of known particles,

didates for sup ersymmetric
doubling

Superpartners

In nearly all sup ersymmetric

quantum

numbers

fall into multiplets

as degrees of freedom)

fields of the standard

the quantum

numbers.

and boaons.

is unbroken,

states (counted

number of boson states.

quantum

OF SUPERPARTNERS

In a supersymmetric
tations

charge into a superpartna

has identical

but otherwise

between fermians

SPECTRUM

TEE

by a apinorial

are prescribed

Lagrangiau,

means

In fact, we

supersymmetric
of Higgs bosons.”

by the supersymmet

which we shall take to be the

of the Lb
SU(3). @ SU(2)L @U(l)Y
theory. If sup ersymmetry is an imarimce
graugiau, it is evidently a broken symmetry, because observationally
boson masses
are not equal to the masses of their fermion
resolve the hierarchy
above the electroweah
will themselves

problem,

particles,

massee, and infer restrictions
interesting

This suggests that super-partner

to

unbroken
masses

be ZG1 TeV/ez.

the situation

for the ordinary

For supersymmetry

we have seen that it must be effectively

scale of O(1 TeV).

There is no convincing
worse than

counterpsrts.

relations:

theory

for masses of the superpartners.

for the masses of the usual fermions
however, we can derive relations

(This is not
or scalars.)

As

among superparticle

on the masses. Three kinds of indirect

methods yield

!I’able 1: Fhndamenhl

Fields of the Staudard
Partide

Spin

Color

charge

g gltlon

1

8

0

8

0

a ghlino

w

7 photon

1

0

0

;r photino

112

0

0

1

0

*1,0

112

0

fl,O

Q w=k
G squark

l/2

3

2/3,-l/3

0

3

213, -l/3

c electron

112

0

-1’

2 selectron

0

0

-1

Y neutrino

112

0

0

fi sneutrino

0

0

0

Higgs bosons

0

0

fl,O

Higgsinos

112

0

fl,O

W*, ZD intexmediate
ii’*,

;”
-+
g

l

superpartners

model is the

magnitude
l

-lo
;-

The role of virtual
standard

limit

of the Ks - 2

Cosmological

boeons

go wino and z-mo

$

Model and their Sumezs

constraints.

sum of Iight neutrino

in rare processes. An example within

on the m, - m, mass splitting
transition

the

inferred from the

amplitude.

A standard

masses inferred

model example is the bound

on the

Corn the limits on the mass den&y

of

the Universe.
. The distortion

of standard

model predictions.

bound on the number of light nentrino

A conventional

example

species inferred from the total width

of the 9.
It is iustructive

to consider one example

of each of these approaches.
50

is the

Barbieri

and coUaboratom”

universality

iu charged-current

change of superpartners.

have studied

weak interactions

rate are due to diagrams

from muon decay within

then leads to constraints

order, corrections
containing

i&n-ed

to the W-boeon

experimental

mass difference.

suggests that deviations

maSS density

on the msss of a stable photino
of the Universe

of stable neutrinos.
contribution

of photiuos

is light,

to the mass density

from universality

limits.

may be derived from the observed

using methodP

If the photino

These are quite

If the wmo mass is comparable

are to be found just iuside the present experimental
Constraints

agree with that,

errors, so that

on the squark-alepton

mass, this calculation

to the muon

squarks and gaugmoe.

from &decay

if the win0 mass is small ( S Ic;lw/2).

restrictive

arise from the ex-

sleptons and gauginos, whereas correc-

The requirem ent that the Fermi constant
determined

from quark-lepton

that would

In lowest contriiutiug

decay rate are due to diagrams containing
tions to the &decay

the deviations

developed

to bound

it is straightforward

the masses

to compare

of a 2.7-K Universe,

pi U 103 wZ.j cm-’
with the critical

(closure)

(54

density
p&t = (3.2 - 10.3)(keV/c’)cm-3

(a reasonable

upper bound on the observed density),
m; S 100 eV/e’

When

the photiuo

the

mass exceeds about

(5.9)

to 6nd

(5.10)

.

1 MeV/c2,

it is necessary

to take into

account the annihilation

of photinos into light fermions by the exchange of a scalar

partner

The results of this analysiP

of the fermions.

mass of a heavy”

photiuo,

which is shown together

Gauge boson decays may within
partners.

The principal

consequences

yield a lower bound on the
with

a few years provide

decays are given in Table 5.

for
51

(5.10) in Fig. 20.
useful sources of superThese have interesting

II

I

I

.I.I

0
Figure 20: Cosmological

I

I

I

loo
loo

( w/,2

limits on the allowed photino

mass of the lightest scalar partner
to be stable, and the lightest

l

I

50

M7

from three accelerator

I

of a charged fermion.

superparticle.

experiments

1
mass as a function
The photino

Shown for comparison

of ?he

is assumed

are the liits

(Refs. 61-03).

Direct searches, e.g.
(5.11)

. The widths
. Diitortion

of W and 2;
of the ratio
R ~

@P + w* + anythiig)B(W
u(pp + 2“ + qthiig)B(ZO
52

-+ w)
-+ e+c-) *

(5.12)

nbk

5: Gauge Boeon Decays as Sources of Superpartners
Wf

P

Decay Modes
Li+ij:
G-i
;i
Giiizo
C?i*

?i
i+z-

2
k

CC’

We denote by 6; the mam eigenstak. resulting &om 6’ - & mixing. Mixing unong both charged
and neutral garrginas ;,a higg6n.G is tred

in detail by Dawson, et

d.,

Ref.

54.

The last of these has been analyzed recently by Deshpande,
tions to the ‘Drell-Yan”
approximation
implies

production

in the ratio,

a prediction

et aLa QCD correccross sections are believed to cancel to good

so that knowledge

of R which

of the proton

depends upon the branching

decay. The ratio grows as the number of light neutrino
generations

of superpartners

The experimental

be regarded

production.

Clearly

We have already

[UA - 11”

7.35+;:;;

[UA - 2)”

limits

(5.13)
on Zs-

on the number

neutrino

specks

spectrum

of light

will soon emerge.

noted that there k no convincing

theory

even the ordering of superpartner

this means for dii

poesibiiities.

Considering

are ahown in Fig. 21.

statistics

In practice,

searches k that

this entails

9 Searching for all superpartners;
l

or as

because of the limited

on the superpartner

Indeed,
What

QA”;:j

as provisional,
interesting

and useful constraints

reasonable

ratios for leptonic

results

must still

dependent.

functions

species is increased,

are added. Typical expectations

R=

superpartners.

structure

all plausible

decay modes of each one;
53

for the masees of

massee k quite model
one muat consider

all

. M&i

use of existing experimental

It is gemrally

constraints.

expected that the photino

5 is the lightest

suparpartner,

If global supersymm etry is spontaneously

hence is stable.

acquires a massless Goldstone fermion,

the Goldstino

broken,

the theory

$. Decays of the form
(5.14)

5-73
are then allowed.
supersymmetry,

Iu supergravity
the Goldstino

zo,,

theories, based upon spontaneously

becomea the helicity

,I1

and

H/2

components

lllIll[I

11

broken local
of the masI’

’

16

Supersymmetry

/--7

-I

Standard

8

4

0

Number

Model

12

of Neutrino

16

Species

Figure 21: The ratio R defined in eqn. (5.12) verms the number of light neutio
species (after Deshpsnde,
supersymmetry

et al., FM. 64). The upper band gives the result for a

model, with parametars

chosen to maximize

baud shows the result for the standard~model.
to better reflect ambiguities

in the structure
54

the effect. The lower

I have enlarged the uncertainties
functions.

sive, spin-3/2

gravitino,

The other pop&r

candidate

of these caudidates
undetected

and is not availabk

as a decay product

for the lightest ~perpartner

is a weakly

energy. Although

interacting

neutral

it is important

cally, we shall assume for most of today’s

of a light photino.

is the sneutrino,

particle,

6. &iy

which will result in

to consider all possibiities

discussion that the lighbt

systematisuperpartner

is the photino.
The strongly
are produced

interacting
at substantial

chains and signatures

/

/

superparticles

rates in hadron-hadron

interacting

superpartner

jets, accompanied

by missii

energy.

energies,

it will

to our main subject,

I caution

collisions.

statement

statements

a rough summary

are reliable.

of existiug

i
G
5+

at high

of the limits

on

about decay chains, etc.,

For thorough

discussions of the
et al., in Ref. 4. An

limita is given in Table 6.

on the Masses of Superpartners

Particle
5
Fe

in Fig. 22. For each

the search for supersymmetry

entry hangs on assumptions

Table 8: Liits

=f

decay

we expect one, two, or three

see the papers by Haber and Kane, and by Dawson,

abbreviated

Possible

as they stand before the analysis of data from the S$ipS

that evq

and that few categorical
knits,

produced,

be useful to have in mind

masses of superpartners
collider.

interest because they

for squarks and gIninos are indicated

unstable strongly

Before we turn

are of particular

Liit
could be as light as a few GeV/c¶, or massless
could be as light ss a few GeV/c’
2 25 GeV/c*

for msssless 7 and t

> 41 GeV/c’ for massless 5 and
M(e) = 22 GeV/c’ (but see Fig. 21)
if stable: > 14 GeV/c2;
if unstable (and photino is massless): > 17.8 GeV/cz for q = 213;
3 GeV/e’ S M S 7.4 GeVj.9 or X 16 GeV/c’ for et = -l/3
2 20 GeV/c’
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A\\

Figure 22: Signatures

:

of the strongly

56

interacting

superpartners.

5.3

SuPEzsaRTl~

ssARoFLE8 lN pfp

Over the pant few yeas,

a great deal of eftort hss gone into estimating

tion ratea for superpartners.
all the lowest+rder

COLLIxONg

SaIly Dakson,

(Born diagram)

E&ii

produc-

Eichten, and P have evaluated

cross sections d&/d? and & for the production

of
(5.15)

(~,~,~,~,~,ZO,~,ZPI,~tf,~)’
6nal states in psrton-parton
(;1,i?,&‘,k”‘)

or

by c+e- collisions.
complete

collisions,

of these reactions

since Snowmass

magnitudes

of the

in Table 7.

‘64 was summarized

of 10s2 ~m-~sec-’

with rapidities

at the SSC are given in EELQ.’
recently

at the Oregon workshop

of superpartners

should be quite

or more, and a c.m. energy of 40 TeV.

As examples, I show in Figs. 23-25 the integrated
of superpartners

the processes initiated

The approximate

by Dawson.67 Cross sections for the production
ample for a luminosity

among

by others as well;

The outlines of the search for supersymmetry
Progress

of mixing

have been studied

references are given in our paper.

cross sections are indicated

the possibility

W e h ave also calculated

(@*,k*).
Many

including

cross sections for the production

1~~1< 1.5, for the reactions
PP+G+=ything,

(5.16)

PP+Z+anything,

(5.17)

pp-+fi++ythillg,

(5.18)

and

Table 7: Hierarchy

of Superpartner

Final States

Production

Mechanism

ti7,i)2
(i&G)* (+,ZO,*,5*,Fe*,ii*)

QCD
electroweak/QCD

Rates
Magnitude

4
0.0.

decayofW*,Z”
virtual w*, 27

(~.~,iio,ii*,+,I;lf)’

electroweak
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Figure 23: Cross sections for the reaction pb + @ + anything
gluino msss, for collider energies fi
the EHLQ parton distributions

as a function

of

= 2, 10, 20. 40, and 100 TeV, according

to

(Set 2). Both gluinos are restricted

]yi] < 1.5. For thii illustration,

to the interval

the squark maw is set equal to the gluino msss.

[From Ref. 1.1
respectively.
On the basis of these and other cross section calculations
assessment of the requirements

for detection, we have estimated the discovery lbn-

its for various energies and lnminosities.
gluinos,

squarks, photinos,

mates that a 40-TeV $p

and a rudimentary

These estimates are shown in Table 8 for

einos, wines, and sleptons.
collider with integrated

We infer from these esti-

luminosity

exceeding 10se cm-*

should be adequate to establish

the presence or absence of the superpartners

dieted by models of low-energy

supersymmetry.

5.4

pre-

C 0NCLUiI0NS
We have examined

e&ctive

low-energy

a general class of supersymmetric

theory

relewnt

theories

in which the

at 1 TeV or below is the supersymmetric

tension of SU(3)e@SU(2)~@U(l)r.

The search for supersymmetry

by the absence of reliable predictions

for the masses of superpartners.
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ex-

is complicated
Low-energy

Figure 24: Cross sections for the reaction pp + i(&
ss a function
100 TeV,

of the superparticle

mm

for collider energies fi

to the EELQ parton

according

or id or ii or iz) + anything

distributions

= 2, 10, 20,40, and

(Set 2). We have assumed

equal mssses for the squarks and gluino, and have included the partners
left-handed

and right-handed

the rapidity

interval

supersymmetry

quarks.

of both

Both squark and gluino are restricted

to

lvil < 1.5. [From I&f. I.]

is surprisingly

unconstrained

by experiment,

in spite of increasing

efforts over the past two years. For example, gluinos and photinos as light as a few
GeV/c’
limits

are allowed for some

ranges

of parameters,

can be placed on dable squarks and sleptons.

stringent

limits exist only if the photino

in all scenarios.

Interesting

For umtabfe scalar quarks,

is msssless.

A complete catalogue of total and dhTerential cross sections exists for the pro
duction

of superpartners

ing detector

characteristics,

progress, but continued
QpS

and Tevatron

100 GeVfc’,

in p’p and c+c- collisions.
are required;

iteration

Colliders,

important

with experimental

Detailed simulations,

work along these lines is in
reality will be needed. At the

rates are ample for superpartner

but good signatures

includ-

beyond the traditional

masses up to about

gmissing ET) tag must

be devised. The SSC will permit the study of squarks and gluinos up to masses of
1 Tev/c’

and beyond.
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Figure 25: Crass sections for the reaction
photino
restricted

mass, for fi

:y~;.. .,~,,,
,=

pp + jlq + anything

ss a function

of the

= 2, 10, 20, 40, and 100 TeV. Both gluino and photino

to the rapidity

interval

are

]vi] < 1.5. All s.qusrk and gaugino masses are

taken to be equal. [From EEiQ.1
Table 8: Expected

discovery limits for superpartners

of squarks and gauginos in 40 TeV pp collisions.

from associated production

All superpartner

fXpl.
Mass limit

[GeV/e2]

dtf! [cm-2]
/
Superpsrtner

lO=

ldg

10’s

Gltio
(1000 events)

900

1,800

2,500

Squark (6+;1)
(1ooo events)

800

1,450

2,300

Photino
(100 events)

350

750

1,350

ZiiO

250

500

825

300

550

1,000

(1000 events)
will0
(1000 events)
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masses are set

LECTURE 6: COMPOSITENES
Throughout
elementary

these lectures,

point particles.

to date that the Xse”

we have assumed the quarks and leptons

This is consistent

of quarks aud leptons is bounded
R < 10-l’

Indeed, the identification
that distinction
explore)

l

from above by

cm.

(6.1)

of quarks and leptons ss elementary
ingredient

We may nevertheless
are themselves

particles,

observations

particles

(whether

holds at all distance scales or only the regime we are now able to

is an important

leptons

with the experimental

to be

wish to entertain
composites

for the followeing

The proliferation

in the simplicity

of the standard

the possibility

model.

that the quarks

of some still more fundamental

and

structureless

reasons:

of “fundamentaln

(I),

(I),

fermions
(‘;),

uR,dR,sR,cR,bR,[tR]

(6.2)
.
.

(3 (3, H,
aud the repetition
l

The complex
mental

l

eR,pR,rR

of generations.

pattern

of masses and angles suggests they may not be funda-

parameters.

Hints of a new strong interaction

(Technicdor)

and the resulting

composite

scalar particles.
To this we may add the most potent

6.1

question

of all, Why not?

A PROTOTYPE THEORY OF COMPOS~F, QUARKS OR LEPTONS
Buildiig

tal fermions,

on our knowledge

of gauge theories for the interactions

we imaginess a set of massless, pointlike,
61

spin-l/2

of fundamen-

pzeon.9 carrying

the charge of a new gauge interacti0U
tion arises horn a gauge symmetry

called metudor.

generated

the metacolor

interaction

is asymptotica&

characteristic

energy scale A’, the metacolor

The me*olor

by the group 9. We Mcmme that

&se and infrared cow.
interaction

Below the

be-come strong

sense that czy(A*s) B 1) and binds the preens into meta.color-singlet
ing the observed quarks and leptons.
and leptous
composite

interac-

states includ-

In this way, the idea of composite

may be seen as a natural

extension

(m the

of the technicolor

quarks

strategy

for

Higgs scalars.

We expect from the small size of the quarks and leptons that the characteristic
energy scale for preon confinement

must be quite large,
A’ 2 l/R

.

(6.3)

On thii scale, the quarks and leptons are e&ctively
fact that a composite

theory

massless. Thii is the essential

of quarks and leptons must explain:

the quarks and

leptons are both small and light.
In general, it is the scale A’ which determines
However,
exactly

there are special circumstances
or approximately

theoremm

asserts that

the spontaneous
-

examples

a massless spin-sero
of a continuous

of this behavior

OM, which arise as Gold&one
spontaneously

in which some composite

massless compared

breakdown

the masses of composite

to the scale A’.
particle

The Goldstone

global symmetry.

of

We have already

in the small masses of the color-singlet
bosons when the chiral symmetry

technipi:

of tecchnicolor

is

broken.

possess global chiral symmetries
when the chiral

this observation
symmetry

states will be

arises ss a consequence

‘t Hooft noted that under certain special conditions,
fermions

states.

breakii

are not spontaneously

condition’s

and the spectrum

which constrains

of light composite

For say conserv ed global (flavor) current,
arise from the fundamental

theories which

may lead to the existence of massless composite

symmetries

is the anomaly

confining

broken.

The key to

the pattern

of chiial

fermions:

the same anomaly

must

preon fields and from the 4nsssless”

phys-

ical states.
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The eximttsee of an anomaly
with the auomalous

therefore

implies a massless physical state associated

charge C& If the (gkhl)

chid

by the preens is broken down when the m&color

or flavor symmetry
interaction

respected

becomes strong as

CT, + Sf C Gf at A’ ,
then the consistency

condition

s If the anomalous
anomaly

cau be satisfied in one of two ways:

charge Q 9 Sf; so the global symmetry

is spontaneously

ified couplings

broken,

then a Goldstone

which

has the

boson arises with

spec-

remains unbroken

when

to the anomaly;

s If instead Q E Sf, so that the anomalous
metacolor

(‘3.4)

becomes strong,

in the physical spectrum

symmetry

then there must be msssless, spin-l/2
which couple to Q and reproduce

fezmions

the anomaly

as

given by the preens.
The anomaly

conditions

posite states in a strongly

thus show how massless fermions might
iuteract*mg

gauge theory.

arise as com-

In analogy with

the csse of

the pions, we may then suppose that a small bare mass for the preens,
electroweak

interactions

that explicitly

break the chiral symmetries,

for the observed mssses of quarks and leptons.
model of the quark and lepton spectrum.
pattern

of generations

to be No.

For a strong gauge interaction,

can account

However, there is as yet no realistic

It is natural to ask whether

might be an excitation

or preon

spectrum.

the repeated

The answer seems clearly

all the excitations

should

occur

at a

scale A’ and above.
The scenario which emerges from this rather sketchy discussion

of composite

models is that ah quarks and leptons are massless in some approximation.
erations

arise not from excitations,

anomrdy

condition.

not associated

but because of symmetries

All masses and mixings

with the composite

two out of three counts:

arise because of symmetry

strong force. Thii

is a promising

with

the

breaking

outcome

on

We may hope for some insight into the near masslessness

of quarks and leptons, and iuto the meaning
and mixings

coupled

Gen-

seems as mysterious

as ever.
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of generations,

but the origin

of mass

6.2

hhNlFESTATIONS

OF COB&PO-

The classic test for substmcture
viations

from the expected

fermion

vertices.n

ues of fi

is to search for form factor

pointlike

Such deviations

> A’, for example

favored parametrisation

behavior

in gauge-boson

effects, or de-

propagators

would occur in any composite

model,

and
at val-

as a consequence of vector meson dominance.

of this efkt,

the gauge field propagator

is mod&d

In a
by a

factor
F(Q’)
where Q is the four-momentum

= 1 + Q2/A’2

carried

,

(6.5)

by the gauge field. Measurements

of the

reactions
qiz
{ fz+t
scale which translate

e+c- -+
yield knits

on the compositeness

w-3)

into the bound on fermion

size given in (6.1).
Many other tests of compositeness
gies of small effects or rare transitions
if a composite

fermion

f is naturally

will arise a contribution
The close agreement’s

can be carried out in the study at low enersensitive to virtual

processes. For example,
light because of ‘t Hooft’s mechanism, there

to its anomalous
between

magnetic

the QED prediction

moment of order”
and the measured

(mr/A*)*.
value of

(g - 2), implies that
A’ X 670 GeV
for the muon.
improves
impressive
flavor-changing

Thii

is the only constraint

on the liits

from

neutral

c-

on A’ from anomalous

the reactions

bounds on the compositeness

(6-7)

(6.6).

Within

moments

that

speciSc models,

very

scale may be derived from the absence of

t transitions.

At energies below those for which form factor effects become characteristic,

i.e.

for
4
we may anticipate

-

resonance formation

few times A’,
and multiple
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w3)

production.

The latter might

Figure 26: Typical

elastic interaction

of composite

fermions mediated

by the ex-

change of preon bound states with mssses of order A*.
well include reactions such as
-uuuu
u=-+
:

uliez
I

(6.9)

,

!lT

etc. In some ways, these would be the most direct and dramatic

manifestations

of

compositeness.
At energies small compared to the compositeness

scale, the interaction

between

bound states is governed by the finite size of the bound states, by the radiucR.
Because the interactions
section for scattering

are strong only within
composite

particles

thii co&uement

radius, the cross

at low energies should be essentially

geometric,
(6.10)

u - 4rR2 - 4irfA”.
Regarded instead in terms of the underlying
will be an effective four-ferrnion

interaction,

field theory, the low energy interaction
mediated

by the exchange of massive

bound states of preens, ss shown in Fig. 26. When
(6.11)

&<A-,
the resulting

interaction

the electroweak

theory.

will be a contact term, similar to the low-energy
The general form of the contact interaction

limit of

will be
(6.12)
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Identifying

My u A’ and
gg4r

we see that

this interaction

section in the iimit

(6.13)

= 1)

reproduces

the ape&d

geometricd

sise of the cross

(6.11).

SIGNALS FOR COMPOSITENESS IN pfp COLLIsIONS

6.3

The flavor-diagonal
cross sections for
controlled
contact
for ff

contact

ff

elastic scattering.

by a gauge coupling
interaction

scattering

interactions

give rise to interference

model this process is

the heiicity-preserving

pieces of the

terms in the integrated

cross section

6
alA*

9’
4xq

model contribution.

is far more dramatic

This modification

than the anticipated

term itself will dominate

O($/A’2)

for (sub)energies

S Z a/A*'

interactions

terms can of co-

oniy be reasonabk

when (6.11) is satisfied.

particular
straints),

modeis

flavor-changing

contact

(and must be, in -y

the flavor-diagonal

contact

satisfying

can be represented

interactions

by contact

can be tuned

cases, to survive

interactions

common preens must in generai survive.

form factor effects.

(6.15)

that the composite

various

to the conventionai

.

The approximation

Although

the

that are of orderr’

relative to the standard
The direct contact

by (6.12) will modify

If in the standard

QI < 1, then

d
-.-zh’s

expectation

symboiiied

that originate

away in

experimentai

con-

in the exchange of

This suggests a strategy

for testing

the

idea of compositeness:
Consider only four-fermion
and respect the SU(3).
standard model.
These are unavoidable

interactions

@ SU(2)r.

@ 17(l)*

which are flavor-preserving
gauge symmetry

in a theory capabIe of producing

states. Three cases are to be considered:
66

of the

massless fermionic

bound

s el~tron

compositeness;

s quark compositeness;
common

l

lepton-quark

The second and third,

compositeness.

which can be attacked

effectively

in hadron-hadron

colli-

sions, will be our concern here.
In the case of quark-quark

scattering,

quences of QCD for the production
that

QCD gives a generally

the GpS.

However,

understood,

of hadron

good account
observational

We have seen in Lecture

QCD e&&s
questions

and hence on nonperturbative

necessary to observe a rather

jets.

from the conse2

of the jet cross sections observed at

there are higher-order

and practical

fragmentation,

we look for deviations

which remaintobefully

that

effects.

large and characteristic

depend

upon details of

For all these reasons, it is
deviation

to identify

it as a

that respect the gauge symmetry

of the

sign of compositeness.
The most general contact
standard

model,

interactions

involve only up and down quarks,

involve ten independent

terms.

one of these as an example

In EHLQwe

and are helicity

have analysed

of the phenomena

preserving,

the consequences of

to be anticipated

in a composite

world:
LLcqs
where g’/4r

g’. zb”QL7%%7Pec

z 1 aud os = fl.

This interaction

(6.16)

1

mod&s

the amplitudes

for the

transitions
ug-+uri

ciz+d;i

dd+dd

m--iGI

uu+uu

;i;-+a
(6.17)

ua-+--+
ud-,ud

uiI+u;i

-d+;iid

+iJ--Pti
bat has no effect on processes involving
It is convenient
scattelng

to write

gluons.

the differential

cross section

process as

&(ij ---iitj’)
= c lA(ij + ~3’)1’ .
di
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for the parton-parton

Then in the presence of a contact term (6.16) the square
]A(ud + ud)l’

=
=

=

IA@

+ d$l)

]A(urr+ uu)l’

are

IA(ua + uz)l’

*
[1
.
2
i2
+
o2
=~4QZ)
ir2+[s1;

(6.19)

IA(~d+ud)~~=~A(uii-,u~~

0' + ii'
i2 + z

zai(Q')

=

=

of amplitudes

IA@

2

;

+ tar)]

(6.20)

IA(dbdii)j

=

(6.21)

]A(uu-+ uu)la = IA(dd+dd)]'

Relative

= jA(dd -+ i@I

(6.22)

$4(Q2)

‘I; ” +,,;’ - s]

b3.23)

+ia,(Q2)

b””

=

lA(uu + mi)j’

=

[;+;I

to the QCD terms, the influence

the square t of the parton-parton
I show in Fii.

+ [g]2(ir’+P+;2*)

.

of the contact term grows linearly

with

subenergy.

27 the di&rential
pp+je.t

cross section du/dpldy

Iv=0 for the reaction

+ anything

(‘334)

that follow from these amplitudes.
The gross features
term mod&s

of these curves are easily understood.

the cross section for (auti)quark-(auti)quark
68

Because the contact
scattering,

its effects

Figure
fi

27:

Cross section

dufdpldy

= 40 TeV (from EHLQ).

ly=e for jet production

in pp colliiions

The curves are labeled by the compositeness

at

scale A

(in TeV). ~)s = -1:

solid lines; ns = +l:

are most apparent

at the large values of p I for which valence quark interactions

dominate

the jet cross section.

To estimate what liits
plausible

dashed limes.

can be set on the compositeness scale, we must adopt a

discovery criterion.

We require that in a bm of width

the deviation
&
A@I)

correspond

to a.fa.ctor-of-two

=

--

dpldy

The resulting

see that at 40 TeVand

cm-l,

The SmpS experiments
the compositeness
experiments

= 100 GeV/c;

&QCD

Fo
&WD

dpldy IF,,

-Idpldy

(I=0

(6.25)

change in the cross section, with at least 50 events

observed per unit rapidity.
lw

Apl

liits

on A’ are shown in Fii.

28. We

a pp collider can probe scales of 15-20 TeV.

have already been able to set interesting

scale for quarks.”

are shown in Fig. 29.

Typical results of the current

liits

generation

On the basis of these early, low-luminosity
69

on
of

I

1
fs’Mm-5

75
75
/$
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20
/
/
/
$$ 15
15
/
;;cc
/
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55 / /
‘I‘kg
x)Y)606om
x)Y)606om
A,Wl
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Figure 28: Maximum

compositeness

pp collisions ss a function

of fi

The solid limes correspond

/

scale A’ probed in jet production

for integrated

luminosities

of lw

at y = 0 in

and 10ss cme2.

to qs = -1, the dashed lines to q0 = +l.

a “A2
#V-r- muI
.,U63sk”
.,“Y~.y-31
I

Figure

29: Inclusive

jet production

Ref. 75. The data points correspond
circles) and fi
including

cross sections from the UA-2
to collision

= 546 GeV (open circles).

energies fi

= 630 GeV (full

The curves show QCD calculations,

(at 630 GeV) the infiuence oft a contact term.
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experiment,

measurements,

we may already conclude that
rx3ooGev.

A similar

analysis for Bhabha

scattering

(6.26)

angular distributions

the order of l-2 TeV for the compositeness

scale of the electron.

If quarks and leptons have a common preen constituent,
contribution

to dilepton production

of such an additional

contribution

r&e illustrated
c+r

at 40 TeV. Whereas the conventiona;l
(because both parton luminosities
the contact

elementary

are no conventional

Figure 30: Cross se&ion
fi

+ culjaiig
Drell-Yan

interaction

du/dMdy

(6.27)

contribution

falls rapidly
out.

M

The weak

of the lepton pair results from the convolution
psrton

luminosities.

There

to thii signal for quark and lepton substructure.

for dilepton productin

I-

in pp colliisions at

= 40 TeV (from EHLQ)). The curves rue labeled by the compositeness

(m TeV). The solid (dsshed)lmes

with

cross section do), the cross

have nearly flattened

cross section with the fallii

backgrounds

Drell-Yan

in Fii. 30, for the reaction

and the elementary

dependence upon the e5ective’msss
of the risii

the familiar

will be modified by a contact term. The effects

pp t

sections includii

leads to limits on

corrtipond

contact term.
71

to a negative (positive)

scale A’

sign for the

The contributions
ar comparable.

of contact

terms to dilepton

However, in jet production

butions from quark-gluon

and gluon-gluon

production

and jet production

there are large incoherent

QCD contri-

interactions.

the standard

In addition,

model croes section for gg + .@L- is smaller than the quark-quark
section by a factor of order (a~~/c~,)~.
of the compositeness

signal in dilepton

scattering

crose

This accounts for the greater prominence
production.

lepton pairs at the SSC will be sensitive

We estimate that the study of

to compositeness

scaler on the order of

26 TeV.

EPILOGUE
The advan&s

of the past decade have brought

found new understaudii
teractions

of the fundamental

among them.

theoretical

Progress

and experimental

definitive

experiments,

of experimental

toward

constituents

a fuller

breakthroughs.

be confident

that important

a multi-TeV

hadron supercollider

close to a pro-

of matter

synthesis

and the in-

surely requires both

While many ideas may precede the

it is likely that theoretical

discovery. Though

us tautaliziig)y

insights will require the impetus

we do not know what the future holds, we may

clues are to be found on the scale of 1 TeV, and that
will supply the means to reveal them.
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